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Lis C., M.P. Moore, R.A. Martin. **Warm developmental temperatures induce non-adaptive sexual coloration in a dragonfly.** In press at Ecological Entomology.

Riesch, R., R.A. Martin, R.B. Langerhans. **Multiple traits and multifarious environments: integrated divergence of morphology and life history.** In press at Oikos.
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"Poetry for People Who Hate Poetry" (syndicated column in sixteen installments, published Sept 2018—Dec 2019 in various newspapers and online sources in the state of Ohio).
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Continuous time causal mediation analysis, (with J.M. Albert, Y. Li, J. Sun, and N. Suchitra),
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McGee, Beth. Theater Review. “National Tour of Mean Girls at Playhouse Square is Entertaining, but not quite ‘Fetch.’” The Plain Dealer, December 6, 2019.
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